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Introduction

• This paper investigates the hedging ability and safe
haven properties of precious metals i.e. gold, silver
and platinum against the adverse movement of stock
prices, exchange rate and inflation.

• It also investigates whether this hedging ability is
limited to normal conditions of the precious metal
markets or they could be used to hedge risks in
extreme conditions as well.



Contributions

• This study explore the investment implications of precious metals by extending the
work of Baur and Lucey (2010) and Baur and McDermott (2010) in numerous
ways;

1) We investigate the hedging potential of gold, silver and platinum with respect to
financial asset prices and commodities price inflation for the US, UK and China
markets.
2) The analysis extends to investigate whether hedging potential of precious metals

investment differs in different bullish and bearish conditions of metal markets.
• The regression approach of Baur and Lucey (2010) and Baur and McDermott

(2010) consider only extreme conditions of the markets against which gold is to
serve as hedge

We incorporate the hedging potential of various bearish and bullish conditions of gold,
silver and platinum markets themselves by adopting the framework of quantile
regression proposed by Iqbal (2016)



Countries

• In this study we consider the mature markets of the US and
UK along with emerging market of China

• The US holds the largest over the ground reserve in the form
of central banking reserve.

• China has recently replaced India as the largest consumer of
gold as reported by the World Gold Council.

• London is the largest market for gold in the world.
• New York is the main exchange-traded future market for gold.



Data and their sources

• We used daily data on metal prices, stock market indexes and consumer price
indexes for the US, the UK and China.

• We collected data on gold, silver and platinum prices expressed in US dollar
obtained from DataStream. To determine metal prices in the UK and China we
multiplied dollar designated metal prices by their local currencies at the exchange
rate prevailing on close of that day.

• Daily stock prices and exchange rate for the US, the UK and China along with the
metal prices are taken from January 19, 1990 to January 19, 2015. Monthly
inflation rate extends from January 1990 to Dec 2014.

• We used S&P500 Index, FTSE Index and Shanghai A-share Index to represent the
US, the UK and China stock markets respectively.

• Monthly consumer price index and daily exchange rate data obtained from
International Financial Statistics (IFS, IMF, and Washington DC), and stock index
data were obtained from DataStream/Yahoo Finance



Econometric Methodology

• To investigate the hedge and safe haven property of precious metals we
extend the econometric model of Baur and Lucey (2010) by specifying the
models for stock, inflation and exchange rate.

• The following model is estimated to study the role of gold, silver and
platinum in times of stress or extreme stock market decline of three
selected countries.



Hypotheses to be tested



Continued

• To identify that whether three precious metals under studied can act as
hedge or safe haven against the exchange rate risk we estimate the
following econometrics model.



Continued

• The assessment of inflation hedging potential of gold, silver and platinum
is carried out by estimating the following extended version of Baur and
Lucey (2010) model.



Quantile Regression

• To assess sensitivity of the hedging potential of three selected precious metals to
various quantiles of the distribution of the precious metal distributions we employ
the quantile regression approach proposed by Iqbal (2016).

• Fin et al. (2009) reported that the usual regression analysis cannot capture the upper
and lower quantiles of distributions adequately. Thus the semi parametric quantile
regression approach is very suitable in testing the hedging ability of gold, silver and
platinum and whether this ability of gold, silver and platinum is limited to their
average conditions or they serve hedging in extreme conditions of these markets as
well. Quantile regression is an extension of classical least squares estimation
formally introduced by Koenker and Basset (1978) and is especially relevant for
modeling dependent variables that are fat tailed.



Continued

• Under various bearish and bullish conditions of precious metals we assess
their hedge and safe haven property against the extreme movements of
equity markets, against the depreciation of currency risk and inflation-hedging
ability. For this purpose we formulate the following models;



Empirical results of Baur and 
Lucey model
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Empirical results of Quantile 
Regression
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Conclusion
• Study found that the three metals gold, silver and platinum

hedge stock market risks of the US. For the UK gold and silver
can hedge while platinum holds negative but insignificant
hedge coefficient against stock market. The three metals do
not appear to act as hedge and safe haven for emerging
economy of China. Gold, silver and platinum do not appear to
act as hedge for the UK and China while gold and platinum do
hedge the US inflation risk. Platinum appears to play the role
of safe haven for the UK and the US in high inflation situation.
Similarly the three metals can acts as hedge and also as safe
haven asset for the UK and China against depreciating local
currency.



Conclusion
• The results estimated by quantile regression shows that gold,

silver and platinum can hedge in all bearish and bullish
conditions of metal market for the UK against high inflation.
Its safe haven property is evident by presence of significant
coefficients in all the bearish and bullish conditions of metal
market under studied against extremely high inflation
measured by 90% quantile or higher. For China precious
metals can neither hedge nor act as safe haven against stock
market risk. Moreover only platinum can hedge against high
inflation in the US.




